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The Ethics of Sightseeing
Reconfiguring European States in Crisis offers a
ground-breaking analysis by some of Europe's leading
political scientists, examining how the European
national state and the European Union state have
dealt with two sorts of changes in the last two
decades. Firstly, the volume analyses the growth of
performance measurement in government, the rise of
new sorts of policy delivery agencies, the devolution
of power to regions and cities, and the spread of
neoliberal ideas in economic policy. The volume
demonstrates how the rise of non-state controlled
organizations and norms combine with
Europeanization to reconfigure European states.
Secondly, the volume focuses on how the current
crises in fiscal policy, Brexit, security and terrorism,
and migration through a borderless European Union
have had dramatic effects on European states and will
continue to do so.

Events in the City
This volume examines social life increasingly marked
out by global inequality, giving a voice to the
marginalized. The researchers of this volume lead the
way in probing accounting's participation in
significant struggles of our times by examining
contemporary rhetoric, governance, politics and
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strategies.

Domestic Violence and Child Protection
Neoliberalism has been one of the most hotly
contested themes in academic and political debate
over the last 30 years. Given the global and persistent
influence of neoliberal ideas on contemporary styles
of governance, social-service provision, and public
policy, this intensive interest is understandable. At
the same time, the use of the term has become loose,
vague, and over-extended, particularly in the
extensive critical literature. Rather than engage in
further critique, or in the reconstruction of the history
of neoliberalism, this volume seeks to bring analytical
clarity to the ongoing debate. Drawing inspiration
from the work of the Hungarian economic historian,
Karl Polanyi, Remaking Market Society combines
critique, original formulations, and case studies to
form an analytical framework that identifies the key
instruments of neoliberal governance. These include
privatization, marketization, and liberalization. The
case studies examine the development of neoliberal
instruments (reform of the British civil service); their
refinement (reform of higher education in England
and Wales); and their dissemination across national
borders (EU integration policies). Rather than look
back nostalgically on the post-war welfare-state
settlement, in the final chapter the authors ask why
the coalitions that supported that settlement broke
down in the face of the neoliberal reform movement.
This highly original work offers a distinctive
transdisciplinary approach to political economy, and
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therefore is an important read for students and
academics who are interested in political economy as
well as social theory and political philosophy.

The Sungod's Journey Through the
Netherworld
Is Artificial Intelligence qualitatively different from
other means of economizing the use of labor? Are we
on the edge of a jobless society? If yes, are we ready
for it? These are a few of the questions discussed in
this collection of academic works. This book traces a
brief history of the concept of technological
unemployment; proposes a short-term scenario
analysis concerning the relations between
automation, education, and unemployment; analyzes
the most recent literature on social robotics;
examines the possible futures generated by the
development of intelligent machines; shows the
relation between automation and unemployment in
an Italian case study; considers the impact if
machines become effective pursuers of knowledge or
even conscious; and addresses the role of serendipity
in the development of science and technology.

The Compact City
Qualitative Nursing Research addresses many of the
problematic issues in qualitative research. Leading
qualitative methodologists from orientations in
phenomenology, grounded theory and ethnography
contribute chapters on their favourite issues, which
also form the bases for the `dialogues' which
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alternate with each chapter. With the exception of a
few chapters that describe a single method, the
problems discussed relate to every qualitative nursing
project: improving the use of self; examining one's
own culture; some myths and realities of qualitative
sampling; debates about counting and coding data;
and ethical issues in interviewing.

The Cultural Economy of Cities
Squid: The Definitive Guide
Left in the Past
The objects published in this book belong to the
Eighth Lot of antiquities found in Bab el-Gasus, the
collective tomb of the priests and priestesses of Amun
(Theban necropolis, 21st Dynasty), currently kept at
the Geographic Society of Lisbon. In this undisturbed
tomb - the largest ever found in Egypt - 153 burial
assemblages were uncleared. Combining new
conceptual frameworks with epigraphic methods of
survey, this catalogue proposes a thorough
methodology for the textual description and visual
documentation of each object, having in mind the
future development of comparative studies with the
whole sample of more than 250 coffins and mummycovers found in the tomb.

Brands
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"Today, school is becoming a rapidly changing
learning environment. Thinking about students as a
homogeneous population is no longer allowed, as
diversity – in terms of culture, language, gender,
family organisation, learning styles and so on – has
emerged as a key challenge for education today.The
debate on Special Educational Needs largely reflects
this challenge, as working in school implies careful
reconsideration of what we mean by “normal” and
“special”. Current educational intervention is
generally based on a deficit and “within-child” model
of facing SEN, whereas very little attention is given to
the role of learning environments. The focus is on the
child more than on the whole class, and on cognition
and technical provisions more than on affective,
sociocultural and community dimensions of learning.
Conversely, regarding students and their needs as
“hidden voices” allows us to adopt a transformative
approach which sees diversity as a stimulus for the
development of educational practices that might
benefit all children and help school to become an
inclusive and “moving” organisation.The aim of the
book is twofold: on the one hand, it offers a
systematic overview of the inclusive education stateof-the-art in six countries (Germany, Italy, Norway,
Sweden, UK, and USA) based on the contributions by
well-known scholars such as Christy Ashby, Barbara
Brokamp, Fabio Dovigo, Kari Nes, Mara Westling
Allodi, Tony Booth, and Beth Ferri; on the other hand,
the book analyses five cases of good practices of
inclusion related to different subjects and school
levels."
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Cities And Urban Cultures
Reconstructing Italy traces the postwar
transformation of the Italian nation through an
analysis of the Ina-Casa plan for working class
housing, established in 1949 to address the
employment and housing crises. Government
sponsored housing programs undertaken after WWII
have often been criticized as experiments that
created more social problems than they solved. The
neighborhoods of Ina-Casa stand out in contrast to
their contemporaries both in terms of design and
outcome. Unlike modernist high-rise housing projects
of the period, Ina-Casa neighborhoods are picturesque
and human-scaled and incorporate local construction
materials and methods resulting in a rich aesthetic
diversity. And unlike many other government forays
into housing undertaken during this period, the InaCasa plan was, on the whole, successful: the
neighborhoods are still lively and cohesive
communities today. This book examines what made
Ina-Casa a success among so many failed housing
experiments, focusing on the tenuous balance struck
between the legislation governing Ina-Casa, the
architects who led the Ina-Casa administration, the
theory of design that guided architects working on the
plan, and an analysis of the results-the neighborhoods
and homes constructed. Drawing on the writings of
the architects, government documents, and including
brief passages from works of neorealist literature and
descriptions of neorealist films by Pier Paolo Pasolini,
Italo Calvino and others, this book presents a portrait
of the postwar struggle to define a post-Fascist Italy.
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The Production of Alternative Urban
Spaces
A celebration of the collaboration between two design
legends, Christian Dior and Roger Vivier, spotlighting
vintage shoes of luxurious glamour. This beautifully
crafted volume highlights the outstanding shoe
designs that sprang from the iconic collaboration
between two French fashion legends, Christian Dior
and Roger Vivier. Spanning from the 1950s, when
Monsieur Dior first met the renowned footwear
designer, throughout the entire course of this
prodigious partnership until the early 1960s, dazzling
vintage shoe designs pop off the pages in all their
glamorous glory and elaborate modernity. With over
three hundred exclusive photographs of jewelencrusted slippers, sculptural kitten heels, and other
designs embellished with lace, feathers, and more,
accompanied by an engaging text penned by shoe
historian Elizabeth Semmelhack, this latest title is a
must-have addition to the libraries of fashion and
shoe lovers everywhere.

Reconfiguring European States in Crisis
The resulting cultural differences can often create
problems and conflict. In Europe alone, the sheer
scale of migration is forcing the issue to the top of the
political agenda. The Intercultural City brings together
scholars from a range of disciplines - including urban
studies, geography, planning, sociology, political
science and spatial design - to explore both the
failings of existing policies to manage diversity and to
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examine how one might begin to create ways to
remove obstacles and enhance the integration of
migrants and minorities. Combining fresh theoretical
insights with studies from cities in Europe, North
America, Asia and Africa, The Intercultural City offers
a timely and important contribution to the challenge
of managing diversity in the city of the twenty-first
century.

Qualitative Nursing Research
In recent years, major sporting and cultural events
such as the Olympic Games have emerged as
significant elements of public policy, particularly in
efforts to achieve urban regeneration. As well as
opportunities arising from new venues, these events
are viewed as a way of stimulating investment,
gaining civic engagement and publicizing progress to
assist the urban regeneration process more generally.
However, the pursuit of regeneration involving events
is a practice that is poorly understood, controversial
and risky. Events and Urban Regeneration is the first
book dedicated to the use of events in regeneration. It
explores the relationship between events and
regeneration by analyzing a range of cities and a
range of sporting and cultural events projects. It
considers various theoretical perspectives to provide
insight into why major events are important to
contemporary cites. It examines the different ways
that events can assist regeneration, as well as
problems and issues associated with this
unconventional form of public policy. It identifies key
issues faced by those tasked with using events to
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assist regeneration and suggests how practices could
be improved in the future. The book adopts a multidisciplinary perspective, drawing together ideas from
the geography, urban planning and tourism
literatures, as well as from the emerging events and
regeneration fields. It illustrates arguments with a
range of international case studies placed within and
at the end of chapters to show positive outcomes that
have been achieved and examples of high profile
failures. This timely book is essential reading for
students and practitioners who are interested in
events, urban planning, urban geography and
tourism.

Odontoiatria restaurativa. Procedure di
trattamento e prospettive future
This book makes an innovative contribution to
understanding the relationships between tourism and
migration. It explores the many different forms of
tourism-migration relationships, paying attention to
both the global processes of change and the
contingencies of place and space. The book provides
an extensive guide to the relevant literature as well
as case studies from a diverse range of countries and
discusses the significance of the Caribbean, Chinese,
and Vietnamese diasporas.

The Telomerase Revolution
This book presents the latest thinking on the benefits
and dangers of higher density urban living. It offers
diverse opinions and research, from a wide range of
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disciplines, and gives an insight into both the
theoretical debate and the practical challenges
surrounding the compact city. Essential reading for
anyone with an interest in sustainable urban
development.

Sustainability and Governance
'Domestic Violence and Child Protection' explores the
challenges of working effectively in this complex field
and offers positive models for practice. Leading
practitioners and researchers outline the essential
safety considerations for children, adult victims and
child protection workers.

Still Think Robots Can't Do Your Job?
This book, based on authoritative sources and
reports, links environmental communication to
different fields of competence: environment,
sustainability, journalism, mass media, architecture,
design, art, green and circular economy, public
administration, big event management and legal
language. The manual offers a new, scientifically
based perspective, and adopts a theoretical-practical
approach, providing readers with qualified best
practices, case studies and 22 exclusive interviews
with professionals. A fluent style of writing leads the
readers through specific details, enriching their
knowledge without being boring. As such it is an
excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary academic
tool intended for university students, scholars,
professionals, and anyone who would like to know
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more on the matter.

Clinical Veterinary Advisor,Birds and
Exotic Pets,1
Culture is big business. It is at the root of many urban
regeneration schemes throughout the world, yet the
economy of culture is under-theorized and underdeveloped. In this wide-ranging and penetrating
volume, the economic logic and structure of the
modern cultural industries is explained. The
connection between cultural production and urbanindustrial concentration is demonstrated and the book
shows why global cities are the homelands of the
modern cultural industries. This book covers many
sectors of cultural economy, from craft industries
such as clothing and furniture, to modern media
industries such as cinema and music recording. The
role of the global city as a source of creative and
innovative energy is examined in detail, with
particular attention paid to Paris and Los Angeles.

The Tomb of the Priests of Amun
During the 1990s, Naples' left-wing administration
sought to tackle the city's infamous reputation of
being poor, crime-ridden, chaotic and dirty by
reclaiming the city's cultural and architectural
heritage. This book examines the conflicts
surrounding the reimaging and reordering of the city's
historic centre through detailed case studies of two
piazzas and a centro sociale, focusing on a series of
issues that include heritage, decorum, security,
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pedestrianization, tourism, immigration and new
forms of urban protest. This monograph is the first indepth study of the complex transformations of one of
Europe's most fascinating and misunderstood cities. It
represents a new critical approach to the questions of
public space, citizenship and urban regeneration as
well as a broader methodological critique of how we
write about contemporary cities.

Tuff City
Women’s Mental Health Across the Lifespan examines
women’s mental health from a developmental
perspective, looking at key stressors and strengths
from adolescence to old age. Chapters focus in detail
on specific stressors and challenges that can impact
women’s mental health, such as trauma, addictions,
and mood and anxiety disorders. This book also
examines racial and ethnic disparities in women’s
physical and mental health, mental health of sexual
minorities and women with disabilities, and women in
the military, and includes valuable suggestions for
putting knowledge into practice.

Remaking Market Society
Modern city dwellers are largely detached from the
environmental effects of their daily lives. The sources
of the water they drink, the food they eat, and the
energy they consume are all but invisible, often
coming from other continents, and their waste ends
up in places beyond their city boundaries. Cities as
Sustainable Ecosystems shows how cities and their
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residents can begin to reintegrate into their
bioregional environment, and how cities themselves
can be planned with nature’s organizing principles in
mind. Taking cues from living systems for
sustainability strategies, Newman and Jennings
reassess urban design by exploring flows of energy,
materials, and information, along with the interactions
between human and non-human parts of the system.
Drawing on examples from all corners of the world,
the authors explore natural patterns and processes
that cities can emulate in order to move toward
sustainability. Some cities have adopted simple
strategies such as harvesting rainwater, greening
roofs, and producing renewable energy. Others have
created biodiversity parks for endangered species,
community gardens that support a connection to their
foodshed, and pedestrian-friendly spaces that
encourage walking and cycling. A powerful model for
urban redevelopment, Cities as Sustainable
Ecosystems describes aspects of urban ecosystems
from the visioning process to achieving economic
security to fostering a sense of place.

The Coffins and Mummy-Covers from Bab
El-Gasus at the Geographic Society of
Lisbon
Providing accurate, at-a-glance information on
managing the diseases of birds and exotic pets,
Clinical Veterinary Advisor: Birds and Exotic Pets is
the only comprehensive resource on the market
covering birds, reptiles, small mammals, and other
non-traditional pets. Concise summaries of hundreds
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of common medical problems help you consider
differential diagnoses, recommend diagnostic tests,
interpret results mindful of unique species
differences, utilize important concepts of speciesspecific husbandry and nutrition, prescribe
treatments, and provide follow-up care. With
contributions from recognized avian and exotics
experts and edited by Jörg Mayer and Thomas M.
Donnelly, this clinical reference provides all the
information you need in one book! Six-books-in-one
format includes six separate sections: Diseases and
Disorders, Procedures and Techniques, Differential
Diagnosis, Laboratory Tests, Clinical Algorithms, and
Zoonoses. In-depth, cutting-edge coverage includes
all exotic species - birds, reptiles, pocket pets,
amphibians, and fish - in one comprehensive
resource. Concise summaries feature a definition of
each problem, epidemiology, physical findings and
clinical presentation, etiology, differential diagnosis,
diagnostic workup (such as laboratory tests and
imaging studies), treatment, prognosis and patient
follow-up, zoonotic potential, and references.
Diagnostic and treatment algorithms provide easy-tofollow, step-by-step guidance to clinical assessment
and treatment planning. A companion website
includes the complete text from the book, making the
entire contents fully searchable, along with 250 fullcolor illustrations, client handouts, and the ability to
print out any pages.

Events and Urban Regeneration
Schweizer guides the reader through the Amduat,
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offering a psychological interpretation of its principal
textual and iconographic elements. He draws on
Jungian archetypes to identify similar expressions
about the afterlife in other world cultures.

SISTRI - La nuova tracciabilità dei rifiuti
With more than 2,080 vibrant, full-color clinical
photographs, this book presents the Italian Academy
of Conservative Dentistry's authoritative coverage of
endodontics, cosmetics, prosthodontics,
traumatology, and general operative principles with
unparalleled visual detail. This atlas-style resource
guides you step-by-step through essential procedures
and presents realistic case scenarios to help you
deepen your understanding of restorative principles
and successfully apply your knowledge to patient
treatment. More than 2,200 world-class photographs
provide rich clinical detail to enhance your
understanding of commonly encountered conditions.
Step-by-step procedures in each chapter are
integrated with interesting case studies to clarify
techniques and help you confidently apply concepts in
the clinical setting. Summary boxes provide fast
access to key chapter content. Clinical approach
reflects the trusted expertise of the Accademia
Italiana di Conservativa (Italian Academy of
Conservative Dentistry) and familiarizes you with the
latest scientific research and treatment techniques.

Cities as Sustainable Ecosystems
Cities are staging more events than ever. Within this
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macro-trend, there is another less acknowledged
trend: more events are being staged in public spaces.
Some events have always been staged in parks,
streets and squares, but in recent years events have
been taken out of traditional venues and staged in
prominent urban spaces. This is favoured by
organisers seeking more memorable and more
spectacular events, but also by authorities who want
to animate urban space and make it more visible. This
book explains these trends and outlines the
implications for public spaces. Events play a positive
role in our cities, but turning public spaces into
venues is often controversial. Events can denigrate as
well as animate city space; they are part of the
commercialisation, privatisation and securitisation of
public space noted by commentators in recent years.
The book focuses on examples from London in
particular, but it also covers a range of other cities
from the developed world. Events at different scales
are addressed and, there is dedicated coverage of
sports events and cultural events. This topical and
timely volume provides valuable material for higher
level students, researchers and academics from
events studies, urban studies and development
studies.

Public Spaces, Social Relations and Wellbeing in East London
The concept of conserving heritage for future
generations is not a new idea. However, with recent
digital advances, this task can be done much more
efficiently and cultural properties can be better
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preserved for future populations. Digital Innovations
in Architectural Heritage Conservation: Emerging
Research and Opportunities highlights the most
innovative trends in electronic preservation
techniques. Featuring extensive coverage on relevant
topics such as cultural complexities, participative
heritage, architectural backgrounds, and virtual
reconstruction, this is an ideal publication for all
academicians, graduate students, engineers, and
researchers interested in expanding their knowledge
on current heritage conservation systems and
practices.

Tactical Urbanism
Originally published in the Italian,Constraints and
Possibilitieshas caused a considerable stir in Europe
and has already been translated into several
languages. In what noted cyberneticist Heinz von
Foerster called a stroke of genius, Ceruti applies a
new perspective to our understanding of evolution,
and startlingly outlines how the evolution of our
knowledge and our knowledge of evolution have in
fact been mirror images of each other. Expanding on
the intellectual tradition of Gregory Bateson, Ervin
Laszlo, Stephen Jay Gould, and Niles Eldredge,
Ceruti's work is a testament to the paradigm shift
occurring in science today. Indispensable reading for
anyone interested in the evolution of our conception
of knowledge.

Digital Implantology
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Drawing on rich empirical material, this revealing
book builds up a critical theory, arguing that brands
have become an important tool for transforming
everyday life into economic value. When branding
lifestyles or value complexes onto their products,
companies assume that consumers desire products
for their ability to give meaning to their lives. Yet,
brands also have a key function within managerial
strategy. Examining the history of audience and
market research, marketing thought and advertising
strategy; the first part of this book traces the
historical development of branding, whilst the second
part evaluates new media, contemporary
management and overall media economics to present
the first systematic theory of brands: the brand as a
key institution in information capitalism. It includes
chapters on: consumption marketing brand
management online branding the brand as
informational capital. Richly illustrated with case
studies from market research, advertising, shop
displays, mobile phones, the internet and virtual
companies, this outstanding book is essential reading
for students and researchers of the sociology of
media, cultural studies, advertising and consumer
studies and marketing.

Patrick Geddes in India
Squid is the most popular Web caching software in
use today, and it works on a variety of platforms
including Linux, FreeBSD, and Windows. Squid
improves network performance by reducing the
amount of bandwidth used when surfing the Web. It
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makes web pages load faster and can even reduce
the load on your web server. By caching and reusing
popular web content, Squid allows you to get by with
smaller network connections. It also protects the host
on your internal network by acting as a firewall and
proxying your internal web traffic. You can use Squid
to collect statistics about the traffic on your network,
prevent users from visiting inappropriate web sites at
work or school, ensure that only authorized users can
surf the Internet, and enhance your privacy by
filtering sensitive information from web requests.
Companies, schools, libraries, and organizations that
use web-caching proxies can look forward to a
multitude of benefits.Written by Duane Wessels, the
creator of Squid, Squid: The Definitive Guide will help
you configure and tune Squid for your particular
situation. Newcomers to Squid will learn how to
download, compile, and install code. Seasoned users
of Squid will be interested in the later chapters, which
tackle advanced topics such as high-performance
storage options, rewriting requests, HTTP server
acceleration, monitoring, debugging, and
troubleshooting Squid.Topics covered include:
Compiling and installing Squid Running Squid Using
Squid's sophisticated access controls Tuning disk
storage for optimal performance Configuring your
operating system for HTTP interception Forwarding
Requests to other web caches Using redirectors to
rewrite user requests Monitoring Squid with the cache
manager and SNMP Using Squid to accelerate and
protect HTTP servers Managing bandwidth
consumption with Delay Pools
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Constraints and Possibilities
One of Wall Street Journal’s "Best Books for Science
Lovers" in 2015 Science is on the cusp of a
revolutionary breakthrough. We now understand more
about aging—and how to prevent and reverse it—than
ever before. In recent years, our understanding of the
nature of aging has grown exponentially, and
dramatic life extension—even age reversal—has
moved from science fiction to real possibility. Dr.
Michael Fossel has been in the forefront of aging
research for decades and is the author of the
definitive textbook on human aging. In The
Telomerase Revolution, he takes us on a detailed but
highly accessible scientific journey, providing startling
insights into the nature of human aging. Twenty years
ago, there was still considerable debate of the nature
of human aging, with a variety of competing theories
in play. But scientific consensus is forming around the
telomere theory of aging. The essence of this theory
is that human aging is the result of cellular aging.
Every time a cell reproduces, its telomeres (the tips of
the chromosomes) shorten. With every shortening of
the telomeres, the cell’s ability to repair its molecules
decreases. It ages. Human aging is the result of the
aging of the body’s trillions of cells. But some of our
cells don’t age. Sex cells and stem cells can
reproduce indefinitely, without aging, because they
create telomerase. Telomerase re-lengthens the
telomeres, keeping these cells young. The
Telomerase Revolution describes how telomerase will
soon be used as a powerful therapeutic tool, with the
potential to dramatically extend life spans and even
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reverse human aging. Telomerase-based treatments
are already available, and have shown early promise,
but much more potent treatments will become
available over the next decade. The Telomerase
Revolution is the definitive work on the latest science
on human aging, covering both the theory and the
clinical implications. It takes the reader to the
forefront of the upcoming revolution in human
medicine.

Reconstructing Italy
Alastair Bonnett looks at the role nostalgia plays in
the radical imagination to offer a new guide to the
history and politics of the left.

Special Educational Needs and Inclusive
Practices
Begins with an in-depth history of the Tactical
Urbanism movement and its place among other
social, political, and urban planning trends. With a
detailed set of case studies that demonstrate the
breadth and scalability of tactical urbanism
interventions, this book provides a detailed toolkit for
conceiving, planning, and carrying out projects.

Western capitalism in transition
The author of The Tourist presents a scholarly
assessment of the practice of ethical travel while
considering whether sightseeing promotes education,
enlightenment and tolerance, offering discussions on
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different kinds of tourist venues while revealing the
consequences of "staged authenticity." Simultaneous.

Digital Innovations in Architectural
Heritage Conservation: Emerging
Research and Opportunities
Public spaces, social relations and well-being in East
London draws on qualitative research in a multi-ethnic
area of East London to consider the social value of
spaces. As well as green spaces, the study looks at
those every day spaces not usually highlighted in
research or policy. This study will be of interest to
policy makers, practitioners and academics in public
space, regeneration, community cohesion and
community involvement, as well as those with an
interest in well-being.

Dior by Roger Vivier
Alternative urban spaces across civic, private, and
public spheres emerge in response to the great
challenges that urban actors are currently confronted
with. Labour markets are changing rapidly, the
availability of affordable housing is under intensifying
pressure, and public spaces have become
battlegrounds of urban politics. This edited collection
brings together contributors in order to spark an
international dialogue about the production of
alternative urban spaces through a threefold
exploration of alternative spaces of work, dwelling,
and public life. Seeking out and examining existing
alternative urban spaces, the authors identify the
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elements that provide opportunities to create
radically different futures for the world’s urban
spaces. This volume is the culmination of an
international search for alternative practices to
dominant modes of capitalist urbanisation, bringing
together interdisciplinary, empirically grounded
chapters from hot spots in disparate cities around the
world. Offering a multidisciplinary perspective, The
Production of Alternative Urban Spaces will be of
great interest to academics working across the fields
of urban sociology, human geography, anthropology,
political science, and urban planning. It will also be
indispensable to any postgraduate students engaged
in urban and regional studies.

Women’s Mental Health Across the
Lifespan
This is the first book to explore cities and urban life
from the perspectives of both sociology and cultural
theory. Through an interdisciplinary approach and use
of case material, the book demonstrates that the
'real' city of physicality and struggle and the
'imagined' city of representations are entwined in the
construction of urban cultures.

Communicating the Environment to Save
the Planet
This volume presents the description and critical
examination of the Italian Lot of antiquities kept in the
Egyptian Museum of Florence and originally found in
the Tomb of the Priests of Amun at Deir el-Bahari
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(Thebes).

The Intercultural City
L'acqua nell'antico Egitto. Vita,
rigenerazione, incantesimo,
medicamento. Ediz. inglese
Tourism and Migration
This book is a critical exploration of capitalism in
transition, bringing together cutting edge, world
renowned scholars who reflect from different
disciplinary points of view. Since its emergence at the
end of the 17th century, industrial capitalism as a
specific form of organization of society has set
recurrent challenges to its own persistence, and until
today, it has proved to be successful to develop new
ways of accumulation based on its capacity of
adaptation. Is this process of transition now
accelerating or reaching an end point? The book is
structured in three main sections: 1) the
transformations of welfare societies and capitalism
with a focus on South European welfare states and
their (in)capacity to tackle poverty; 2) the
transformation of work and migration with a special
attention to informality and the question of social
rights; and 3) the transformation of cities and their
urban movements. Drawing principally on the work of
Karl Polanyi and Enzo Mingione, authors in this
collection engage with the primarily Western themes
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of welfare capitalism and social fragmentation.
Economic sociology and critical urban studies are the
main disciplinary influences, though the authors and
likely readers lie beyond these traditional boundaries.
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